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Abstract: Agent-based simulations have become increasingly prominent in various disciplines. This trend is
positive, but it comes with challenges: while there are more and more standards for design, verification, vali-
dation, and presentation of the models, the various meta-theoretical strategies of how the models should be
related to reality o�en remain implicit. Di�erences in the epistemological foundations of models make it how-
ever, di�icult to relate distinct models to each other and to ensure a cumulative expansion of knowledge. Con-
cepts and the analytic language developed by philosophers of science can help to overcome these obstacles.
This paper introduces some of these concepts to the modelling community. It also presents an epistemologi-
cal framework that helps to clarify how one wishes to generate knowledge about reality by the means of one’s
model and that helps to relate models to each other. Since the interpretation of a model is strongly connected
to the activities of model verification and validation, these two activities will be embedded into the framework
and their respective epistemological roles will be clarified. The resulting meta-theoretical framework aligns
well with recently proposed frameworks for model presentation and evaluation.
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“The reciprocal relationship of epistemology and science is of noteworthy kind. They are depen-
dent upon each other. Epistemologywithout contact with science becomes an empty scheme. Sci-
ence without epistemology is – insofar as it is thinkable at all – primitive andmuddled.”
Einstein (����, p. ���-���).

Introduction

�.� Agent-based simulations have become increasingly prominent in various disciplines. Like many others, I wel-
come this trend. But with the growth of the field and its growing interdisciplinary nature, the absence of stan-
dards in terms of model presentation and interpretation becomes ever more apparent (Lee et al. ����; Macal
����; Schulze et al. ����). While too strict standards would certainly limit the creativity of the research commu-
nity, some standardization is required to ensure that models can be reasonably compared and related to each
other (see also Müller et al. ����).

�.� Researchers have already responded to the need for standards in various practical ways. With regard to the
presentation of agent-based models (ABM), in particular the description of their aim and functioning, Grimm
et al. (����) suggested the ODD protocol, updated in Grimm et al. (����). The ODD protocol is meant to provide
a common format for the description of ABMs and aims to facilitate their mutual relation and replicability.�
Müller et al. (����) extended the ODD protocol to facilitate the description of agent decision making. Similarly,
the MoHuB framework tries to provide “a tool and common language to describe, compare and communicate”
formalmodels of human interaction, particularly in the context of natural resourcemanagement (Schlüter et al.
����). Another attempt in this direction is the TRACE framework, which was originally suggested in Schmolke
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ABSTRACT
This paper starts with an evaluation of three common arguments against
pluralism in economics: (1) the claim that economics is already pluralist, (2)
the argument that if there was the need for greater plurality, it would
emerge on its own, and (3) the assertion that pluralism means ‘anything
goes’ and is, thus, unscienti!c. Pluralist responses to all three arguments are
summarized. The third argument is shown to relate to a greater challenge
for pluralism: an epistemological trade-o" between diversity and consensus
that suggests moving from a discussion about ‘pros’ and ‘cons’ towards a
discussion about the adequate degree of plurality. The paper shows how the
trade-o" originates from two main challenges: the need to derive adequate
quality criteria for a pluralist economics, and the necessity to propose
strategies that facilitate the communication across di"erent research
programs. It concludes with some strategies to meet these challenges.
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1. Introduction

The call for pluralism in economics has gained a large number of supporters (e.g. Dobusch & Kapeller,
2009; Dow, 2004; Gräbner, 2017; Sent, 2006), yet it remains contested for various reasons (e.g. Becker,
2017; Hodgson, 2019a). A majority of the literature on pluralism in economics has been concerned
with a justi!cation of pluralism (e.g. Garnett et al., 2009; Guerrien & Jallais, 2009; van Bouwel,
2005). The direct engagement with criticism has received less attention and is, therefore, the main
focus of this paper. It begins with arguments against pluralism posed from ‘outside’ the pluralist com-
munity, i.e. from scholars that do not consider themselves advocates of pluralism. Notably, most of
these outside critiques are not formulated in academic publications, but regularly posed in personal
conversations, blog articles, or social media such as Twitter and Facebook.1 Thus, this article tries to
move some of the public debate on a more academic level, and to link conventional contentions to
more precise arguments made in the philosophy of science.

Beyond this, the aim of this paper is two-fold: on the one hand, it summarizes relevant literature
that can be used to refute less convincing arguments against pluralism (section 3). On the other hand,
by scrutinizing the critiques, it aims to identify challenges for the pluralism program, which deserve
further attention by its advocates (section 4). These challenges are related to the epistemological
trade-o" between diversity and consensus, which dates back to Polanyi (1962) and Kitcher (1993),
and has recently been highlighted by Hodgson (2019a) for the heterodox movement in economics.
We argue that this trade-o" can be traced to two major challenges of pluralism, which grow more
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Economic methodology can directly enhance economic practice

It does so mainly by addressing the two challenges of pluralism
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• I am an applied economist who came to philosophy during his PhD 

• Rationality: choosing the right modelling framework for the question at hand 

• Intention: do not follow the (strict) conventions, but make a ‘rational’ decision 

• I found the analytical language of EM appealing  

• Improve applied work and communication, facilitate critical initiatives

My personal motivation for these topics
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The reciprocal relationship of  epistemology and science is of  
noteworthy kind. They are dependent upon each other.  

Epistemology without contact with science becomes an empty 
scheme. Science without epistemology is – insofar as it is 

thinkable at all – primitive and muddled.”
Albert Einstein

“
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• Very much in line with what EM was in the first place (Mäki 2021) and the so 
called ‘Helsinki approach’ (Lehtinen 2021) 

• But there is a tension with tendencies of EM as ‘making sense’ of what 
economists do:

What is ‘applied’ economic methodology?

4

Applied Economic Methodology (AEM) 

Studying economics with the goal of directly informing and potentially 
changing – rather than ‘just’ understanding – economic practice.

Many methodologists held that models have to provide explanations of  actual 
phenomena for them to have any epistemic value.  

[…]this led some to the rather pessimistic assessment that many economic 
modelling practices have no epistemic value.” 

Grüne-Yanoff & Verreault-Julien (2021)

“
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• Very much in line with what EM was in the first place (Mäki 2021) and the so 
called ‘Helsinki approach’ (Lehtinen 2021) 

• But there is a tension with tendencies of EM as ‘making sense’ of what 
economists do:

What is ‘applied’ economic methodology?
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Applied Economic Methodology (AEM) 

Studying economics with the goal of directly informing and potentially 
changing – rather than ‘just’ understanding – economic practice.

A growing number of  authors have instead rejected the assumption that having 
an explanation of  actual phenomena is necessary for epistemic value. Instead, 

they have argued that many scientific modelling efforts aim not at how-actually 
explanations but at how-possibly explanations.”

Grüne-Yanoff & Verreault-Julien (2021)

“
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• In both cases, the main contribution of AEM: 

• Provide language and incentives to explicate 
otherwise implicit assumptions 

• Incentivise scholars to explicate ‘unwritten 
and unquestioned’ methodological rules 

• Background assumption: interaction across 
epistemic communities desirable

Two examples for where AEM could shine
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Improve modelling practice 
and communication

Ontology

Normal science

Epistemology
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pluralism in economics
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AEM can improve 
modelling practice
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• Assumption: scholars aim to produce knowledge about certain phenomena 

• Argument: this works better if concepts developed by EM were taken up 

• Example: agent-based modelling in the social sciences 

• Situation: a wide variety of different models used to explain social phenomena 

• Problem: how to relate models to each other and compare them?

How AEM can facilitate modelling practices

8

• Standards were developed for the technical presentation of the models… 

Need to certain standards in terms of model presentation
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Example for technical standards: ODD
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• Assumption: scholars aim to produce knowledge about certain phenomena 

• Argument: this works better if concepts developed by EM are taken up 

• Example: agent-based modelling in the social sciences 

• Situation: a wide variety of different models used to explain social phenomena 

• Problem: how to relate models to each other and compare them?

How AEM can facilitate modelling practices
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• Standards were developed for the technical presentation of the models… 

• …but not in terms of the epistemological strategy of the researchers

Need to certain standards in terms of model presentation
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• An important part of the epistemological strategy of a researcher is her 
preferred way to relate her model to the system under investigation (SUI) 

• Ideas on what that means and how it should be done vary greatly across 
research communities → exacerbates communication 

• Methodologists are studying these practices in various disciplines 

• Provide vocabulary and concepts to explicate how models can/should be used 

• Such explicitness facilitates collaboration as well as critical self-reflexion

How about epistemological standards?

11
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Possible epistemological framework
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The target system T

States in  t = 1
{PM

i }t=1

States in  t = 1
{PT

i }t=1

Interpretation of states 
{Qi} : {PM

i }t
→ {PT

i }t

‘Key’

Assignment & 
imputation

The model  and its basic structureM States in  t = 2
{PM

i }t=2Model mechanisms

States in  t = 2
{PT

i }t=2

 ‘True’ mechanisms

Justification with reference to the relative representational 
capacities of the structure (e.g., algorithms vs. functions) 

Clarify the intended scope of the model

Clarify the kind of target: actual/non-actual, generalised/particular,…
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• Referring to such frameworks would facilitate communication 

• They also require scholars to justify aspects that are taken for granted 

• Also helps avoiding unconstructive debates, e.g. with regard to the 
validation of a model 

• Explicate the aspired fidelity criteria used to evaluate the model 

• My impression: philosophers greatly underestimate the frustration and 
inefficiency causes by a lack of explicitness 

• Especially across disciplines and paradigms  

• Explicitness also exposes potentially dubious informal rules within a 
community:

Benefits of epistemological frameworks

13Details on validation
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• All this point to informal rules established within a certain research 
community 

• Explicitly justifying (or questioning) them from time to time would help…

The methodological monism in economics
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Every analysis is a model.”“ Kenneth Arrow

    There is a standing presumption in economics that, if  an empirical 
statement is deduced from standard assumptions such as expected 

utility maximization and market-clearing, then that statement is 
reliable.”

“ 
Robert Sugden

But after about five years of  doing likelihood ratio tests on rational 
expectations models, I recall Bob Lucas and Ed Prescott both 

telling me that those tests were rejecting too many good 
models.”

“
Thomas Sargent
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AEM and pluralism
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• The previous contribution of AEM stressed the very immediate advantage of 
transparency for applied scholars 

• Broader implication: methodology can address the two fundamental 
challenges of plurality 

• In the previous case: how to foster and exploit a plurality of models 

• Underlying (epistemological) conviction: model pluralism

Applied methodology and pluralism
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Plurality 
Descriptive category, reporting the 

multiplicity of items.

Pluralism 
Normative principle that demands 

of justifies plurality of some sort.

• My conviction: AEM can contribute similarly to pluralism more generally 
• And the demanded plurality would benefit economics as a science
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• Central conviction: a greater plurality of [paradigms] would facilitate the 
[knowledge production] of economics 

• Contributions of methodologists greatly needed:  

• Many justifications of pluralism remain superficial 

• How to realise alleged advantages of pluralism in  
practice not discussed extensively

Pluralism in economics
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Factors Implications

Phenomenon
Paradigm

Kind of 
plurality Justification 

of plurality

Methods

Topics

Models

Paradigms

Researcher

…

Political Ethical

Epistemological …
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• A reasonable justification of pluralism requires philosophical, sociological, 
and economic reasoning – theoretical and applied 

• Main thesis on the epistemological implications of a plurality of paradigms:

How to to justify pluralism?

18The visualization of Figure 2 might, however, delude us into a false sense of certainty since – given
the lack of an objective way to measure ‘epistemological costs and bene!ts’ – the exact optimal
degree of plurality can hardly be identi!ed in practice. More importantly, the costs also depend
on how well the scienti!c institutions address the two challenges mentioned above: The bene!ts
of diversity relative to consensus depend on the ability of the scienti!c community to address the
challenge of communication and the challenge of quality control. Consequently, the ’right’ degree
of plurality is not objective and independent, but contingent on the institutions of the scienti!c
system, and on the abilities of the scientists involved. Scientists that are well-trained in mapping
di"erent perspectives onto each other will be more successful in working with very distinct perspec-
tives and su"er much less from a more diverse vocabulary and broader quality standards than those
without such training. Similarly, if scientists get training in di"erent modeling techniques, this makes
it easier for them to use and understand a plurality of models. Thus, harvesting the bene!ts of plur-
alism requires an acknowledgement of the limits of pluralism and calls for the implementation of
strategies that address the two main sources for its drawbacks: the communication and the
quality challenge. In e"ect, such strategies would allow for a, ceteris paribus, higher degree of plurality
and the corresponding epistemological bene!ts (see Figure 3). In the following, we sketch some ideas
how such strategies could look like.

5. Strategies to deal with the trade-o!

As discussed above, the costs of plurality are by no means !xed, but depend on how well a certain
economic community is equipped to deal with the two challenges that underlie the drawbacks of
plurality, i.e. the challenge of quality and the challenge of communication. In the following, we
sketch some strategies that could reduce supposed costs of plurality and shift the cost curve in
Figure 3 to the right.

5.1. Strategies to address the quality challenge

Regarding quality controls, three suggestions are made in the literature that are – on their own –
unable to solve this challenge. However, we argue below that a triangulation of them combined
with insights from the philosophy of interdisciplinarity might lead us towards a potential solution.

Figure 2. The functional interplay of epistemological costs and bene!ts of plurality.

322 C. GRÄBNER AND B. STRUNK

Figure: Gräbner & Strunk (2020)
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Merits and challenges
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Challenge of 
communication

Challenge of quality 
control

Blind spots of single 
paradigms

Trade-off between 
diversity and consensus

• Improving knowledge 
requires institutional change 

• Requires methodological 
(and economic & 
sociological) thinking

Take-Aways

Figure: Gräbner & Strunk (2020)
First, for Caldwell (1988, 1997), mutual criticism is the essential constraint that prevents a pluralist

economics to fall into the anarchy of ‘anything goes’. In this conception, it is not a set of quality stan-
dards, but constant communication and criticism, i.e. a process that ensures quality. Yet, such a culture
of criticism alone is insu!cient to guarantee quality. To start with, the ‘paradox of outside criticism’
(Rolin, 2009) questions the feasibility of criticism across research programs: since criticism is always
voiced from a speci"c perspective, it either counts as within criticism, or, if the critic operates on a
di#erent dimension than the one being criticized, is opaque to the latter. This problem would
leave us yet again with a naïve relativist position across research programs. Criticism alone does
not seem to do the trick.

A second potential solution is to accept the absence of any general criteria, but to use the practical
implications of speci"c theories as a means to discriminate among them. This implies to judge their
quality depending on the question at hand (e.g. Dobusch & Kapeller, 2012). Yet, such a stance is viable
only if one is concerned with applied research questions on which di#erent research programs issue
concrete propositions or predictions. Moreover, the appraisal of such propositions is itself dependent
on several meta-theoretical considerations, such as the preferred kind of explanation (e.g. functional
vs. causal vs. predictive). So, despite being useful in some situations, such an approach does not
provide an exhaustive solution to the challenge of quality criteria.

A third approach would propose a new set of standards, which are broader than current criteria
but still clearly delineate admissible ways of doing research. To start with, there is certainly a set of
evaluative meta-criteria generally appreciated by many, such as transparency, consistency or accuracy.
Yet, as we also argued above, these criteria are usually not universally applicable, nor are they unam-
biguous in their formulation. In fact, they are a set of virtues rather than strict standards that can be
applied directly to evaluate a given research output – similar to the scienti"c ‘values’ Kuhn (1977)
identi"ed in the history of natural sciences. In that sense, while these meta-criteria do provide a start-
ing point for the evaluation of research, they alone are insu!cient since they remain ambiguous.

Since all three solutions remain insu!cient on their own, we propose to combine them, and enrich
them with some contributions from the philosophy of interdisciplinarity. Quality criteria should
address both the process (or the ‘knowledge system’) through which an idea has been produced
and the idea itself. Criteria for the process side may be similar to Longino’s (2002) Critical Contextual
Empiricism Norms. According to these, any viable knowledge system (1) should provide for venues of
criticism, such as accessible conferences or journals, (2) has shown to uptake criticism, i.e. beliefs must
be shown to respond to criticism over time, (3) has some enforced standards of evaluation that are

Figure 3. The functional interplay of epistemological costs and bene!ts of plurality for di"erent institutional setting.
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Conclusion
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• Applied economic methodology can improve upon economic research 
practice 

• Main channels:  

• Facilitate communication by providing an analytical meta-language  

• Reflect on unwritten and informal methodological rules 

• Explicating one’s epistemological position as part of a pluralist strategy 

• To discuss, facilitate, and justify pluralism, methodological, sociological, and 
economic reasoning is required 

• Acquiring the complementary skills to do this properly difficult, but greatly 
needed 

• Enjoy your works within the P&E community 😉

Summary and conclusion
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• Referring to such frameworks and their meta-language would facilitate 
communication 

• They also require scholars to justify aspects that are taken for granted 

• They also help us to avoid unconstructive debates where we talk passed 
each other, e.g. with regard to the validation of a model 

• Explicate the aspired fidelity criteria used to evaluate the model 

• These criteria determine the kind of validation method to be used and 
explicate the actual kind of explanation sought

Possible epistemological framework
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Possible epistemological framework
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The target system T

The model  and its basic structureMStates in  t = 1
{PM

i }t=1

States in  t = 1
{PT

i }t=1

States in  t = 2
{PM

i }t=2

States in  t = 2
{PT

i }t=2

Model mechanisms

 ‘True’ mechanisms

• Input validation: does the model represent parts of  consistent with the 
intended scope?

T
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Possible epistemological framework
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The target system T

The model  and its basic structureMStates in  t = 1
{PM

i }t=1

States in  t = 1
{PT

i }t=1

States in  t = 2
{PM

i }t=2

States in  t = 2
{PT

i }t=2

Model mechanisms

 ‘True’ mechanisms

• Input validation: does the model represent parts of  consistent with the 
intended scope? 

• Process validation: does the model illuminate mechanisms in  consistent 
with the intended mechanistic adequacy?

T

T
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Possible epistemological framework
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The target system T

The model  and its basic structureMStates in  t = 1
{PM

i }t=1

States in  t = 1
{PT

i }t=1

States in  t = 2
{PM

i }t=2

States in  t = 2
{PT

i }t=2

Model mechanisms

 ‘True’ mechanisms

• Descriptive output validation: does the model replicate dynamics of  
consistent with the intended dynamic sufficiency? 

• Predictive output validation: does the model predict future states of  
consistent with the intended dynamic sufficiency?

T

T
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• Kind of pluralities
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